Letter to Next Year's Class

Dear Victims of Next Year,

If I Knew Then What I Know Now...
- Read ahead
- Don't procrastinate
- Work on attention span.

Reading and Writing Advice:
- Learn how to do a bibliography so you don't annoy your roommate.

Classroom Atmosphere:
- Make a friend for entertainment
- One 4-hr. Class is better than 2 90-minute classes a week.

Balancing Act:
- Don't do your essay in 30 minutes the morning it's due.

Other Resources:
- MLA
- Roommates
- Dictionary.com
- Google

We learned...
- Bring food lots of food (especially for the boys across the table you WILL have at least one in your class)
- 4 hours is a long time
- I have a bad/short attention span
- Bring T. Issues
- Learned how to write an essay while playing games or during commercials

Sincerely,
Class of Fall Semester '05